MARTINIDIS SA

INSTRUCTION FOR USE, CARE AND CLEANING
Safety
The wall units, the mirror units, the electric and the hydraulic wiring have to be installed or connected by
skilled personnel
 Do not bring changes to the furniture which could compromise the stability of the structure.
 Do not weigh down the shelves with excessive loads (it is advisable to consider 2 kg as maximum
load).
 Do not use the shelves as supporting point in order to reach higher parts.
 Do not use for mirrors with lamp holders, light bulbs with power greater than 75W each.

 On glass washbasins, do not use hot water with temperature difference between water and
washbasin surface greater than 60oC, to avoid the risk of thermal shock and damage to the
washbasin.

Mounting
Get the furniture installed by skilled personnel, use expansion anchors of an adequate capacity which are
specific for the existing type of masonry. Make sure that the masonry is suitable to hold wall-mounted
furniture (for example plaster).
Base
Install and align the base of the furniture so that the top of the furniture, washbasin included, is about
85cm from the floor.
Use the appropriate drill to open holes to the wall the base will be hung, guided by the metal brackets that
are inside the cabinet.
Fasten two screws through the metal brackets on the wall.
Washbasin
Place the washbasin onto the base and add transparent antifungal silicone between washbasin and tile.
Mirror
Install and align the mirror to the desired height. Fasten the provided screws.
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Maintenance
 Always accompany the closure of the doors and the drawers.
 Put a protection between the surface of the furniture and possible sources of heat.
 Avoid direct contact of water on the wooden parts of the furniture.
 Avoid high air humidity in the room where the furniture is placed to not incur in the phenomenon of
wood expansion and to avoid the detachment of the edges.
 Wood exposed to sunlight can undergo changes of the color tonality.
 Neither write on the furniture nor glue posters or stickers of any kind on it.

Cleaning
Pay attention and care in the choice of the cleansing products for the furniture (do not use chemical
agents, solvents, abrasive cleaners or steel wool, please use only a humid cloth and neutral soap).
In particular cases always make first a test on a not visible point.
Mirrors
Please clean the reflecting surfaces only with a wet washleather but not with commercial glass cleaning.
In order to avoid coating mistakes you should keep the borders of the mirror always dry.
Cupboards
Cupboards, shelves and drawers with laminated surfaces should be cleaned with a wettish cloth and a
liquid household cleansing agent.
Do not forget to dry up the furniture with a soft cloth, after having cleaned them.
Please avoid using too wet cloth to ensure that water cannot get into the junctures where it otherwise
creates swellings of the furniture. It is recommended not to use any aggressive or scrubbing agents, any
polish with silicone, no wax or hard eraser as well as any steam cleaner!
Should there be stubborn contaminations, please use a glass cleaner.
At first test cleansing agents on a not visible point!
Plastic parts
You should clean handles, furniture feet and in laid-cups with a soft detergent and a wettish cloth. Do not
use any aggressive or scrubbing cleansing agent.
Ceramics
Ceramic can be cleaned with commercial sanitary cleansing agents. You can remove lime or metal
abrasion with “Stahl Fix Classic”.

